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WAYS TO EARN 
Our goals while simple will inspire success and allow you to Redefine Possible™ with Allysian 
Sciences Inc. (“Allysian Sciences”). Allysian Sciences® generously rewards experienced 
business builders as well as those brand new to the Affiliate industry. You can participate 
in the Allysian Sciences® Affiliate Program at whichever level you wish at your own pace.
To make the most out of your journey as an Affiliate you have access to 9 amazing 
ways to be rewarded with Allysian Sciences®:

Retail Profit
3 & Free Program
Business Launch Bonus
Team Commissions
Matching Bonus
Redefine Your Lifestyle Bonus
Rank Advancement Bonus
Contests & Promotions
Multiple Businesses
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The Allysian Sciences® Affiliate Program introduces an
easy to follow system of remuneration for our Affiliates.
It is surprisingly simple and gives everyone, of any skill
level, an equal opportunity for success. By rewarding
personal activity and leadership, our marketing system
combines the best of retail sales methods and traditional 
wholesale distribution with an easily duplicated method 
for growing your Allysian Sciences® business. The best
part is, Allysian Sciences® makes building your business
fun and incredibly simple.

You can join Allysian Sciences® as an Affiliate by simply purchasing any combination
of products of your choosing and the mandatory Affiliate Registration. You can also
start by only purchasing the Affiliate Registration for US$8.88 at which point you 
receive access to the Allysian mobile application platform as well as a personalized 
website, retail shopping cart and all the product related marketing materials 
required to conduct your Allysian Sciences® business if you are Active. While an
Active Affiliate you are authorized to retail Allysian Sciences® products and 
introduce others to the Allysian Sciences®. If Active, an annual Affiliate renewal fee
of US$8.88 will be processed on the anniversary date of your registration. The annual
renewal also renews your annual access to the Allysian virtual office, mobile 
platform, personalized website, retail shopping cart, marketing systems as well as
new digital training materials and tools. 

When you are approved by Allysian Sciences® to retail product and build your
Allysian Sciences® business you will be referred to as an Affiliate. Affiliates are 
independent marketers of Allysian Sciences® products.

GETTING STARTED



VIRTUAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

Access to the Allysian support system (virtual office, mobile platform, 
personalized website, online store, marketing system and support tools)
is part of your Affiliate Registration. If you remain Active, you receive 
unlimited access to your virtual office, Allysian mobile platform and 
enable your customers to purchase product from your personal 
Allysian Sciences® websites. This is a great tool for building and managing 
your Allysian Sciences® business that you can share with everyone you
know. Third party tools may have additional requirements for ongoing 
access. For example, Affiliates and Preferred Customers must maintain a
minimum activity level for uninterrupted access to the CogniFitTM app.



VIRTUAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

YOU AS AN AFFILIATE

When you register as an Allysian Sciences® independent Affiliate you are assigned an account in the Allysian Sciences® organizational 
structure. This is the equivalent of your storefront, online store or office location. From it, you conduct your Allysian Sciences® business 
by retailing products and managing your team. There is no product purchase required to become an Affiliate, although you may want to 
purchase some products to have on hand so that you can provide products for retail, sampling, display and personal use.  All your points 
from product sales accumulate in your account. Your status, rank, qualification for bonuses, commissions and other components of 
compensation are all based on your product sales volume and tracked as points (pts.). Points are attached to each product sold, or 
purchased. Points are used like an Allysian member only currency which enables us to calculate your commissions and bonuses for 
product sales that occur anywhere in the world. Simply, it enables us to calculate bonuses for sales of product in any currency and 
process your commission payment in your local currency. It is very much like point tracking with your favorite travel program or store 
rewards program with one major difference: Allysian points are converted to commissions paid in your local currency or US Dollars 
depending on your location.

The Allysian Sciences® Affiliate Program combines the global business building benefits of an Affiliate Program along with rewards specific 
to your personal Affiliate business, referred to as a personal team, bringing the best of both in one platform. We visualize the team structure 
for you chronologically where Affiliates that join after you are “below” you in the team structure. The visual representation of your team is 
referred to as a “Binary”. Binary, as the name implies, refers to the limit of two sides, or teams, (left and right) that each account can 
introduce new Affiliates to. Your account represents your position within the Binary Team of Allysian Sciences® Affiliates and it is where 
you start building your customer base and your team of Affiliates. Personal team refers to the customers and team members you directly 
refer and who in turn refer others creating your personal team. Your personal team may be located anywhere in the Binary structure but 
will have a defined location in your personal team structure. For example, level one personal team members are all those you directly 
refer, while level two team members are those that your level one team members refer. Level three are all those that level two team 
members refer and so on to unlimited depth depending on your personal team size and the number of team members you have 
personally referred. 

Your personal Allysian Sciences® account allows you to have two Affiliates with their accounts on your front line in the Binary Team, one 
on the left and one on the right. As you build your Binary Team, you will place newly personally referred Affiliates under existing Affiliates, 
thereby assisting in building their Binary Team while building depth in your own organization. The team below your account is referred 
to as your downline (includes right and left Binary teams). An exciting feature of the Allysian Sciences® Affiliate Program is that you may 
also have Affiliates that are referred by team members above you that are placed below your account. Simply, Allysian Affiliates you did not 
personally refer to Allysian Sciences® may help you build your business and positively affect your earnings through their own product sales 
and therefore an increase in accumulated points. Team members positioned above your own account are referred to as your upline. Binary 
Team Commissions are paid on the entire product sales point volume of the two Binary teams below you to unlimited depth or until the 
maximum allowable amount has been paid each week. 



As an additional means for you to help 
others in your downline organization 
succeed and thereby help yourself, Allysian 
Sciences® tracks two different types of 
relationships among its Affiliates: the 
referrer, also known as enroller, relationship 
and the placement relationship. 

The referrer and the placement of a new Affiliate can be the same person, 
although they do not have to be. With this dual relationship tracking 
system, a person who refers a new Affiliate can elect to place the new 
team member in their Binary Team downline organization under another 
Affiliate. That becomes the placement position of the new Affiliate position. 
The flexibility to refer a new Affiliate and place them under someone in 
your downline creates the following benefits: 

a) it allows you to help your downline Affiliates build their businesses, 
thereby building your own business; 

b) and it allows you to attract people across vast geographical areas, while 
placing your new Affiliates under a well-trained person that can support 
them, or sponsor them, locally while you still receive the benefit of their 
sales points flowing up to you and your upline. 

Please note that the placement position of a new Affiliate cannot be in 
the inside Binary Team of the placement Affiliate. The new Affiliate must 
be placed in the first available position at the bottom of your left or right 
Binary Team.

1. REFERRER
A referrer is an existing Affiliate of any rank 
that first explains the Allysian Sciences® 
opportunity to a potential new Affiliate, and 
subsequently helps them to register their 
new Affiliate account. The Allysian Sciences® 
system thereby recognizes a referral 
relationship between these two Affiliates and 
maintains it accordingly.

2. PLACEMENT
Placement is the Affiliate of any rank who 
is immediately above, or upline, in the 
Binary Team of an Affiliate. Placement may 
sometimes be referred to as “sponsor” and 
the terms are interchangeable.

REFERRER & PLACEMENT



Once you have become an Allysian Sciences® Independent 
Affiliate you can retain your Binary Team position and all 
the product sales volume, again referred to simply as points 
(pts.), from both left and right Binary Teams of your account 
indefinitely if you are Active. You maintain your Active status 
by generating at least 75pts. or more of retail sales every four 
weeks (28 days). 

A full week is Monday to Sunday, Pacific Time. Affiliates 
purchasing 75pts. or more product every four weeks for 
personal consumption who do not generate at least 75pts. of 
retail sales in a four-week period and do not generate at least 
75pts. personal team sales points will be referred to as Elite 
Customers. 

Elite Customer accounts are transitioned to Preferred 
Customer accounts on the anniversary date of their 
registration. Any 
Affiliate accounts that are completely inactive one year after 
registration will be closed and are not eligible for reinstatement 
or recovery of their previous position in the Affiliate Binary 
Team structure.

Any Affiliates, no matter at what activation level or rank, 
who do not maintain their highest achieved rank or title 
status will be recognized at their highest achieved title, or 
Recognition Rank, but will be paid based on their current 
week’s qualification title, Paid as Rank or Current Rank, during 
the current week’s Pay Period. Simply, if you are Active, you 
are recognized always for your highest achieved title while 
being paid at the current week’s rank, which can be your 
Recognition Rank but does not have to be. 

ACTIVE STATUS



1. RETAIL PROFIT 

As an Affiliate, you can send your customers to your personal website or have 
them call an Allysian Sciences® customer service representative and place their 
order from you directly with the company. The retail website is designed to 
create a Preferred Customer (PC) account for your retail customers and gives 
them the same great price Affiliates receive without the requirement to become 
an Allysian Affiliate. To become a Preferred Customer, they must sign up for the 
convenient recurring monthly SmartOrder at the time of their first purchase and 
account creation. If a retail customer chooses not to become a Preferred 
Customer by opting out of the SmartOrder option they purchase products at the 
retail price and the difference between retail and wholesale is paid to you with 
your weekly commissions. When they do order from you through your website, or 
by calling the company, you accumulate points if you are currently Active. If you 
are not currently Active, the PC product purchase points will be credited to your 
account to activate your Affiliate account. The sales points from any Preferred 
Customer product purchases not being credited to your account will be credited 
to your Binary Pay Team and paid out with your weekly Binary Team Commissions 
once the payout requirements are met. 

A Preferred Customer may continue to receive the Affiliate price if they 
continue to be subscribed to a recurring SmartOrder that is automatically 
processed every 4 weeks/28 days. Once a Preferred Customer unsubscribes 
from SmartOrder they pay retail price for their purchases but keep their 
existing account. They can opt back in to SmartOrder at any time to once again 
receive the Affiliate price for their purchases.

At any level in Allysian Sciences®, Affiliates can purchase products at the wholesale price for personal use or for retailing from your home. 
As an Affiliate, you can resell Allysian Sciences® products from home at the retail price and earn a retail markup of 25%. We recommend 
selling the products at the suggested retail price for each retail sale. The retail price list can be found in your Allysian Sciences® virtual 
office Library Center. 

CUSTOMER PURCHASES A PRODUCT

EARN 25% RETAIL MARKUP



2. THREE & FREE

The Three & Free program is a fantastic way to earn additional income as well as 
receive Allysian products at no cost! By having three or more retail or preferred 
customers generate three times your own SmartOrder point value your SmartOrder 
product is free (excluding shipping and any applicable taxes). This includes any 
retail or Preferred Customer order that occur in the four-week period before your 
SmartOrder. 

For example, every time a retail customer or a Preferred Customer purchases a 
Mastermind (180 veg. capsule) in a four-week period it counts toward a free 
Mastermind (180 veg. capsule) bottle for you! Once you have three or more 
customers who purchase one Mastermind each, you get one (1) Mastermind at 
no cost. Customer purchases do not carry over to the next four-week period if three 
or more are not completed or used with your SmartOrder. 

HAVE 3+ RETAIL OR PCS

EACH PURCHASES PRODUCT

RECEIVE FREE PRODUCTS



3. BUSINESS LAUNCH BONUS

Earn a 20% Business Launch Bonus on everyone you personally 
refer when you help them launch their new business and 
activate as an Affiliate. The 20% is calculated on all the point value 

generated by your personally referred team members at the time of 

account activation and paid one time per personally referred team 

member. For example, a new personally referred team member 

that generates 600 points, your Business Launch Bonus is $120 in 

addition to any other bonuses you may be eligible for.  

PERSONALLY REFER NEW AFFILIATES

IMMEDIATELY ACTIVATE THEIR ACCOUNT

THEY GENERATE 600 POINTS

YOU EARN $120 AND OTHER BONUES



Binary Team Commission by Current Rank or 
Paid as Rank:

*If Lifetime Qualified for Binary Commission (see 
Binary Team Commission Fast Start).

4. BINARY TEAM COMMISSION

One of the most exciting aspects of the Allysian Sciences® Affiliate Program is the 
unlimited depth Binary Team Commission of up to 20%. Binary Team Commission is 
designed to reward you for helping and supporting those who join your team. To qualify for 
this powerful income stream, you need to be Active and Qualified. To become Active, 
accumulate at least 75pts. in one month from your retail sales through your website or 
in person. Active status must be maintained every four pay periods (4 weeks/28 days). 
To become Qualified personally refer two Affiliates who each become Active (accumulate 
at least 75pts. within a four-week period). Place one of these Affiliates on your left binary 
team and one on your right binary team. This will qualify your position so that you may 
now be eligible to earn Binary Team Commissions. Qualified status must be maintained 
in each weekly pay period (1 week/7days) unless you are Lifetime Qualified. 

As Allysian Sciences® products are ordered and sold by those in your team and their 
customers, points are generated and accumulated in each of your Binary teams. In any 
given week, you will likely have one Binary team that has accumulated more points 
than the other team. The Binary team with more accumulated points is referred to as 
the Power Team while the team with fewer points is the Pay Team. Any points accumulated 
through weekly product sales in the Pay Team you will earn 8% to 20% Binary Team 
Commission up to a maximum of $75,000 per week. Binary Team Commissions will 
continue to pay you 8% to 20% of the Pay Team points, subtract those paid out points 
from the Pay Team and the Power Team, and carry over any remaining unused points 
in your Power Team to the following week if you are Active. Pay Team points are not 
carried forward and are paid out in full each week if you are Qualified irrelevant of the 
point amount. For example, 600 points in your pay team will generate from $48 to $120 
of Binary Team Commission. 

You may qualify for increased Binary Team Commission by participating in the Fast 
Start program as well as increase the percentage even further by rank advancing and 
maintaining your rank. You may qualify immediately for 50% more Binary Team Commission, 
12% instead of 8%, with Fast Start. For example, 600 points in your pay team will 
generate $72 Binary Team Commission instead of $48. By rank advancing you can 
increase your Binary Team Commission up to 20% of your Pay Team points! 



BINARY TEAM COMMISSION FAST START

Set yourself up for success with one, or all of these, optional ways to 
accelerate your business potential:

To help you reach success quickly, you as a new Affiliate may qualify 
for increased Binary Team Commission when you activate your 
account with a specific point level. This can increase your Binary 
Team Commission earning potential from 8% to 12%, as long as you 
remain Active! 

• To increase your Binary Team Commission earning potential to 10% 
   activate your account with 300 or more points. 

• To increase your Binary Team Commission earning potential to 12%  
   activate your account with 600 or more points. 



By Activating your account with 300pts+ first, and then 
activating two or more new personally referred Affiliate 
accounts in your first 30 days, at least one in the left team 
and one in the right team, with 300pts+ each, you are 
Lifetime Qualified for Binary Team Commissions as long as 
your account remains in good standing*! 

Going forward any volume in your pay team will be paid 
to you immediately irrelevant of Active status of your left 
or right personally referred team members. If you become 
Inactive during any four-week period you will need to 
maintain Qualified status each week by having one Active 
personally referred Affiliate in the left team and one Active 
personally referred Affiliate in the right team.

*Good standing (please refer to Glossary-2)

LIFETIME QUALIFIED FOR 
BINARY TEAM COMMISSION

ACTIVATE YOUR ACCOUNT WITH 300PTS+

LIFETIME QUALIFIED FOR BINARY TEAM COMMISSION

ACTIVATE TWO OR MORE NEW AFFILIATE 
ACCOUNTS WITH 300PTS+ (ONE LEFT & ONE RIGHT)

YOUR FIRST 30 DAYS



5. MATCHING BONUS

When you reach the Senior Brand Partner rank you will 
be eligible for a Matching Bonus equal to 10% of the 
total Binary Team Commission earned by every Affiliate 
that you have personally referred (level 1). It makes no 
difference what rank they are. As you progress through 
the ranks you become eligible for an additional Matching 
Bonus on the Binary Team Commission of up to nine (9) 
levels deep in your personal group.

You must be Active and maintain the Current Rank required 
for the Matching Bonus to participate in this bonus each 
week. The number of levels on which you can earn the 
bonus is determined by your Current Rank in the Allysian 
Sciences® Affiliate Program. Matching Bonus is paid 
weekly and it compresses up dynamically in your personal 
referral tree. Dynamic generational compression begins 
at the second level in your personal referral tree (direct 
personally referred Affiliates are not compressed). Dynamic 
compression is applied only to accounts which do not have 
any Binary Team Commission in each pay week.  



6. REDEFINE YOUR LIFESTYLE BONUS

Allysian Sciences® wants to reward you and recognize your success as you build 
your Allysian business. Our Redefine Your Lifestyle Bonus will enable you to 
enjoy the luxury lifestyle that your efforts deserve. The best part is you decide 
what your dream lifestyle is! 

When you reach the Executive Gold Partner rank you will be eligible for the monthly 
Redefine Your Lifestyle Bonus. Maintain your Executive Gold Partner or higher 
Current Rank each week in a calendar month to receive the Redefine Your Lifestyle 
Bonus for that month. The first week counted in any given month is the week 
containing the first day of the month. A month is all weeks up to but excluding 
the week containing the first day of the following month. A month may contain 
more than four weeks where Executive Gold Partner or above must be 
maintained. 

The Redefine Your Lifestyle Bonus increases with each rank achieved and 
maintained above Executive Gold Partner up to a possible US$3,000 per month 
as a Crown Ambassdor.



7. RANK ADVANCEMENT BONUS
As you achieve certain milestone ranks you will be eligible for a one-time Rank Advancement Bonus. 
The Rank Advancement Bonus is paid as follows:

† Rank Advancement Bonuses at the Diamond Partner and above ranks are paid 30 days after advancement 
to where the qualifying Affiliate must remain in good standing and no qualifying volume is refunded. In case 
of multiple ranks being achieved in the same time the lowest achieved rank will be paid out first followed by 
the next rank achieved. Single period volume will only be applied to one payment at a time. For example, 
if you achieved the Diamond Partner rank and then Black Diamond Partner while still being paid for the 
Diamond Partner, the Diamond Partner will be paid to completion and then Black Diamond Partner will 
begin in a new qualification period.



Enjoy unique and exclusive all-expense paid escapes around the world by achieving specific goals 
during the calendar year. Qualifying Affiliates will enjoy unforgettable, once in a lifetime trips. Enjoy an 
elite getaway alongside Allysian Sciences’ founders, Rod and Apolo, and find out what it truly means 
to be “lost” in the sound, the sight and the taste of exotic locations around the world.

ELITE ESCAPE 

8. CONTESTS & PROMOTIONS



9. UNLIMITED BINARY TEAM RE-ENTRIES

As a special reward, the first time that you achieve the Crown Ambassador 
rank for your account, and earn a Binary Team Commission of US$75,000 
in one weekly pay period, you will earn one new Affiliate account that 
will be positioned in the Binary Team directly above your current account 
or placement of your choosing anywhere in your organization to be 
approved by the company. By being placed above your current account 
you get the benefit of a whole new business position to develop that 
has ongoing daily volume that you have already built. This leverages your 
existing organization meaning that in effect you only must build one new 
team to start earning even more income. 
 
Each new account you earn may earn one additional re-entry in the Binary 
Team.

ACHIEVE CROWN
AMBASSADOR RANK

EARN US$75,000/WEEK

EARN A NEW ACCOUNT





RANK QUALIFICATIONS

The highest achieved rank, or Recognition Rank, will be the Affiliate recognition rank at all times. The Current Rank or Paid as Rank 
is the level at which each Affiliate is paid in the weekly pay period. Personal team points generated in the previous four weeks will be 
considered for the highest new rank advancement. 

• Active at 75pts.+ level
• Has at least one Active personally referred Affiliate in each Binary team
• Has at least 300pts. personal team volume in the previous four pay weeks

• Active at 75pts.+ level
• Has at least one Active personally referred Affiliate in each Binary team 
• Has at least 900pts. personal team volume in the previous four pay weeks

• Active at 75pts.+ level
• Has at least one Active personally referred Affiliate in each Binary team 
• Has at least 1,800pts. personal team volume in the previous four pay weeks

• Active at 75pt.+ level
• Has at least one Active personally referred Affiliate in each Binary team
• No more than 60% of personal team point volume from one personally referred team line
  (each personally referred Affiliate is one personal team)
• Has at least 3,600pts. personal team volume in the previous four pay weeks

• Active at 75pt.+ level
• Has at least two Active personally referred Affiliates in each Binary team
• No more than 60% of personal team point volume from one personally referred team line 
  (each personally referred Affiliate is one personal team)
• Has at least 5,400pts. personal team volume in the previous four pay weeks

• Active at 100pts.+ level
• Has at least three Active personally referred Affiliates in each Binary team
• No more than 50% of personal team point volume from one personally referred team line
  (each personally referred Affiliate is one personal team)
• Has at least 10,000pts. personal team volume in the previous four pay weeks

Brand Partner

Senior 
Brand Partner

Executive 
Brand Partner

Gold Partner

Executive 
Gold Partner

Sapphire Partner



• Active at 200pts.+ level
• Has at least five Active personally referred Affiliates in each Binary team
• No more than 25% of personal team point volume from one personally referred team line
  (each personally referred Affiliate is one personal team)
• Has at least 500,000pts. personal team volume in the previous four pay weeks

Crown Ambassdor

• Active at 100pts.+ level
• Has at least three Active personally referred Affiliates in each Binary team
• No more than 50% of personal team point volume from one personally referred team line
  (each personally referred Affiliate is one personal team)
• Has at least 20,000pts. personal team volume in the previous four pay weeks

• Active at 100pts.+ level
• Has at least four Active personally referred Affiliates in each Binary team
• No more than 40% of personal team point volume from one personally referred team line
  (each personally referred Affiliate is one personal team)
• Has at least 40,000pts. personal team volume in the previous four pay weeks

• Active at 150pts.+ level
• Has at least five Active personally referred Affiliates in each Binary team
• No more than 35% of personal team point volume from one personally referred team line
  (each personally referred Affiliate is one personal team)
• Has at least 80,000pts. personal team volume in the previous four pay weeks

• Active at 150pts.+ level
• Has at least five Active personally referred Affiliates in each Binary team
• No more than 30% of personal team point volume from one personally referred team line
  (each personally referred Affiliate is one personal team)
• Has at least 160,000pts. personal team volume in the previous four pay weeks

Executive 
Sapphire Partner

Emerald Partner

Diamond Partner

Black 
Diamond Partner

• Active at 200pts.+ level
• Has at least five Active personally referred Affiliates in each Binary team
• No more than 25% of personal team point volume from one personally referred team line
  (each personally referred Affiliate is one personal team)
• Has at least 250,000pts. personal team volume in the previous four pay weeks

Crown Partner



RANK QUALIFICATION SUMMARY



COMMISSION PAYMENTS
The Allysian weekly pay period begins Monday at 12am Pacific time and ends Sunday at 11:59:59pm Pacific time. All references to commissions 
and bonuses in this document are in US Dollars (USD). International exchange rates will vary depending on individual markets and the 
currency implemented in that market. Exchange rates may change at any time. All commissions are available in real time in your 
Allysian eWallet and may be used for purchases and transfers to other Affiliates. Commission payments from your eWallet to third 
party services and/or cheques (if available in your market) will be made seven (7) business days from the end of the pay period and 
the desired payment method can be edited in your Allysian virtual office under Team & Commissions.  

The minimum payment to your desired payout method from your eWallet is US$50. Amounts below US$50 are available in your Allysian 
eWallet and accrued until that amount is reached and eligible for payout. All commission payments are subject to a minimum US$3.00 
fee. PayPal payments are subject to a 2% fee as assessed by PayPal. Additional administrative and processing fees will be applied to any 
commissions paid by wire transfer or to cheques expedited through a courier when requested by an Affiliate. Expired or lost cheques 
can be replaced within one (1) year of their receipt for an additional administrative fee of US$15. Cheques replaced due to incorrect 
information provided by the Affiliate can be reissued or replaced with an additional administrative fee of US$15.

You may receive your Allysian commissions electronically with a third-party payment provider. Select your desired commission payment 
method in your Affiliate virtual office. You will need to setup the third-party account to receive payment. Further information can be found 
in your virtual office. 

Allysian Sciences® is committed to your long-term business success. To help insure this we are 
committed to paying out commissions of up to 50% of all eligible revenue that is credited to our 
Affiliate Program. Simply, it is a partnership where 50% is dedicated to our Affiliates and 50% for 
the company

Here is how this will work: 
Each week the total payout is determined and will be capped at 50%. This means in any week that 
the cap is reached the total bonuses are recalculated to bring the company to a 50% maximum pay 
out. This will ensure that the company remains profitable and is able to continue to grow.  



GLOSSARY-1
ACTIVE
Being Active means you must generate 75pts. or more in sales 
volume within any 4 week Pay Period. You must be Active to earn 
any commissions. If you do not remain Active, any accumulated 
sales points will be reset to zero when commissions are calculated. 
You can become Active again after inactivity by generating 75pts. 
or more of sales volume within any Pay Period no more than 90 
days since your last Active date. Points that have been lost cannot 
be restored. Any Affiliate accounts that are completely inactive for 
a period of 90 days or more will be closed and are not eligible for 
reinstatement or recovery of their previous position in the Affiliate 
Binary Team structure. 

ACTIVE PERIOD
The Active Period is the period of time during which you are 
responsible for meeting your product sales volume requirements 
and maintaining your rank qualifications. The period begins on the 
day of the month that you Activated your Allysian Affiliate account 
and ends on midnight Pacific Time 28 days later (4 weekly Pay 
Periods later). Example: If you Activated your account on 6/20, 
your Active Period begins on this day and ends 28 days later on 
7/18 at midnight Pacific Time.

BINARY TEAM COMMISSION QUALIFED
Being Binary Team Commission Qualified means being Active in 
any given pay week as well as having one personally referred and 
Active Affiliate in each Binary team in a current pay week.

ELITE CUSTOMERS
Affiliates purchasing 75pts. or more product every four weeks for 
personal consumption who do not generate at least 75pts. of retail 
sales in a four-week period and do not generate at least 75pts. 
personal team sales volume will be referred to as Elite Customers.

SMARTORDER
The Allysian SmartOrder Program allows you to automatically 
receive your favorite Allysian products every 28 days. In addition 
to the added convenience of automatic shipments, if you’re opted 
into the program, you’re guaranteed to always receive your items 
at our lowest price. Your credit card will only be charged when 
your order ships, and you may opt out of the program at any time. 
A Preferred Customer must remain on SmartOrder to continue to 
receive Affiliate pricing.

ANNUAL RENEWAL
Affiliate Annual Renewal fee is $8.88 to cover the cost of 
improvements to your virtual support system, marketing systems 
and the Allysian mobile platform. Fee may vary by market.

Compensation plan subject to change without notice.

CURRENCY
All commissions and bonuses are calculated in US Dollars and 
converted to your local currency at a set exchange rate. Currency 
exchange rates are reviewed quarterly and adjusted accordingly 
based on current exchange rates and expected future exchange 
rates. 



Compensation plan subject to change without notice.

VIRTUAL OFFICE & SUPPORT SYSTEM
You receive a Virtual Support System as part of your Affiliate 
Registration, which will provide you with everything you need 
to run your business online. Through this powerful system, you 
can track your global business, generate management reports, 
purchase products, access commissions, manage your website 
and retail store and much more if you are Active.

GOOD STANDING
Good standing refers to the account having been renewed once 
a year by paying the annual renewal fee or by making a minimum 
purchase of 75pts annually.

GLOSSARY-2

STATEMENT OF TYPICAL PARTICIPANT EARNINGS

The primary source of income of a typical participant in the Affiliate Program (the “Plan”) of Allysian Sciences Inc. (“Allysian”) is from 
compensation on personal and downline sales of products and/or services.  Personal earnings will vary.  A Typical Participant in the Plan 
is defined as an Affiliate engaged in the Plan for at least one year and who actively engages in the activities necessary to realize the 
benefits of the Plan (i.e. active in at least four of twelve months).  

Please note that all earnings, hypothetical or otherwise, are estimates and cannot be guaranteed. 




